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Introduction
This report is designed to assist students and those involved in the teaching of the Diploma by
giving feedback on examination performance in the 2016-17 academic year. Where
appropriate, examiner observations on how well each question was answered are
accompanied by extracts from candidates’ scripts. Statistical data on the pass rates for
Diploma examinations for the past six years, together with general information on grade
bands, appears in the Appendices.
For detailed guidance on the type of questions set in the Diploma examinations and
examination technique in general, students should refer to the Candidate Assessment
Guide.

Please note: Extracts from candidates’ scripts in this report are anonymous and are reproduced
here for information only and as submitted to the examiners. They have been included to
illustrate the standard of answer required to pass or excel in the Diploma examinations. They
may contain errors or omissions and should not be considered definitive answers to the
question concerned. They may not be relied upon with reference to individual examination
papers.
The information provided in this report relates to examinations held during the 2016-17
academic year and reflects assessment procedures in force at that time. You are advised to read
this report in conjunction with the latest editions of the Specification and Candidate Assessment
Guide.
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Unit 1 – The Global Business of Alcoholic Beverages
Assessment for Unit 1 takes two forms: the open-book coursework assignment and the case study
which is researched in advance but completed in a closed-book examination. The pass rate for both
assessment types is high.
Coursework assignments
Coursework assignments are marked out of 100. 80 marks are allocated to the content of the
assignment, as set out in the assignment brief. The remaining 20 marks are available for the
candidate’s bibliography, presentation (including spelling, grammar and legibility) and the structure
and style of the assignment (including overall coherence, flair, fluency and use of examples).
Key observations from coursework assignment examiners are as follows:
•

Candidates must address every section of the assignment brief. Failure to do so results in an
automatic fail grade.

•

Marks will be withheld where work is presented with spelling and/or grammatical errors;
with computer spellcheck functions such errors are unacceptable. Candidates are advised to
check their work carefully.

•

The bibliography is an essential part of the coursework assignment. It should list a variety of
sources (books, trade journals, internet articles, interviews, etc.).
As is to be expected, internet sources feature strongly in most candidates’ bibliographies,
but these should be used in conjunction with other types of source material such as text
books, personal contact with subject experts and the trade press. Sources should have a
strong commercial focus. Publications such as The Drinks Business or Just Drinks are useful
for identifying current trends and topical issues; Wikipedia and amateur wine blogs should
generally be avoided as these are less reliable. Candidates should refer to the Coursework
Assignment Guidelines in the Candidate Assessment Guide for further guidance on how to
present and reference bibliographies in their assignments, and the correct use of footnotes
and appendices.

•

Candidates are reminded that work submitted for assessment purposes must not include
any means by which they may be identified other than their candidate number. Candidate
names should not appear on the assignment in any form except the signature on the cover
sheet.

•

Candidates’ attention is drawn to the Collusion and Plagiarism section of the Coursework
Assignment Guidelines in the Candidate Assessment Guide. It is obvious to the examiners
when sections of work have been copied from papers on the internet or when the
assignment is otherwise not the sole work of the candidate. This is a serious disciplinary
matter and such candidates receive an automatic fail grade. They may also be barred from
completing the qualification.

Case studies
The importance of using a diverse selection of credible research sources was also highlighted by the
examiners of this year’s case studies.
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Comments on specific coursework assignment and case study questions follow.
November 2016: Coursework Assignment
Assignment title: The bulk shipping of wine versus bottling at source
At the 7th World Bulk Wine Exhibition, held in Amsterdam in November 2015, Jean-Claude Ruf from
the OIV presented the following figures:
14% of world wine production is intended to be sold in bulk, which, in 2014, represented almost 38
million hectolitres (mhl), corresponding to around 38% of the total volume of world exports. With
12.4 mhl, Spain is the leading exporting country of bulk wine, followed by Italy (5.5 mhl) and
Australia (4.0 mhl).
(Source: OIV)
Clearly bulk wine shipping and bottling in the country (or close to the country) where it will be
consumed is an important and dynamic part of the global drinks industry.
Required sections:

1. Introduction and history (10 marks)
The candidate should present an historical overview of how wine has been exported over time.

2. Advantages of shipping wine in bulk (30 marks)
The candidate should discuss the advantages of shipping wine in bulk from its country of origin and
subsequently bottling it in the country (or close to the country) where it will be consumed.

3. Advantages of bottling wine at source (30 marks)
The candidate should discuss the advantages of bottling wine at source and exporting it to the
market where it will be consumed.

4. Conclusion and personal commentary (10 marks)
Drawing on their findings, the candidate should speculate on how the proportion of bulk wine
shipping could evolve over the next five years in a country (or trading area) that they are familiar
with.
The remaining 20 marks are allocated to bibliography, presentation and structure.

As in past years, the pass rate for the coursework assignments was high in both November and
April. Failure is usually the result of the candidate not adhering to the assignment brief and as a
result not answering the questions as set. Some candidates insist on changing the title of their
assignment, perhaps in an attempt to make it sound more “snappy”, interesting or to give it a
“journalistic” feel. This is seldom a good idea as they often lose focus and deviate too far from the
required content as set out in the brief. Not paying sufficient attention to the weighting attached to
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each section of the brief also leads to low marks. In this instance, the historical overview of section
1 was too long in a number of assignments. This section accounted for only 10% of the marks and
was therefore the least important section of the assignment yet in some instances it formed the
bulk of the work – probably because it was the easiest topic to research and duplicate. The use of
the word “overview” was a clue that this section should have been brief.
Section 3 was also weak in some cases with a number of candidates changing the emphasis in this
section. Instead of identifying the advantages of bottling at source they wrote about the
disadvantages of shipping wine in bulk. This was almost certainly the result of failing to check back
on the candidate brief in the early stages of planning and writing their assignment. Having
completed a section examining the advantages of shipping wine in bulk, they mistakenly assumed
the next step would be to examine the disadvantages of this method. This was not the case.
The following example script is well researched, referenced and presented. It maps tightly to the
candidate brief in terms of both content and weighting of the various sections and has a well
thought out conclusion. There are no graphics, photos or charts that some candidates overuse and
which often serve very little purpose. Instead it relies purely on factual content and clear
discussion.
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November 2016: Case Study
Family businesses in the wine industry
Family businesses are common in the wine industry. This is the result of a range of factors:
historical, cultural and financial. Wine companies in family ownership vary in size, from vast
multinationals to small-scale family domaines and négociants in classic wine regions. A family wine
business’s company culture and financing arrangements often differ from other forms of ownership
structure, such as publicly listed companies.
The challenges faced by family wine businesses vary according to their size, objectives and market
focus but are more acute for smaller companies looking to compete on export markets around the
world. Increasing costs, regulation and a crowded global marketplace pose particular problems for
such companies.
a) Why are family businesses common in the wine industry? Examine the advantages of this
form of ownership structure. (40% weighting)
b) What are the disadvantages of family-owned wine businesses in terms of financing and
company culture? (40% weighting)
c) What challenges do smaller family-owned wine businesses face in today’s global
marketplace? (20% weighting)
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The pass rate for this topic was good at 80%, however most of these fell within the pass grade band
with only a low percentage of merits and distinctions. This was largely due to lack of analysis and
original thought leading to some superficial, predictable or unexciting responses that failed to bring
the topic to life. Examples of family business used throughout the work would have helped in this
respect but these were often lacking. Where examples were given, Antinori was the most
commonly cited. A large number of candidates failed to address issues linked to succession and
inheritance tax which was surprising given the significance of these for family businesses.

March 2017: Case Study
Alcohol and social responsibility
It is accepted that the excessive consumption of alcohol is damaging to individuals and society.
Many governments feel it is appropriate to legislate and issue guidelines in this area and do so in
different ways.
The drinks industry must comply with applicable legislation, but also has a vested interest in
promoting the consumption of alcohol. Some might say that a tension exists here between ‘doing
the right thing’ and the pursuit of profit. Indeed, it could be argued that the drinks industry – via
organisations such as Drinkaware in the UK, Wine in Moderation in the EU, The Wine Institute in
California and DrinkWise in Australia – has consciously embraced the concept of social responsibility
as a way of preserving its autonomy through self-regulation and minimising government
intervention.
There are ethical, social and public health arguments as to whether alcohol consumption should be
regulated and, if so, to what extent and by whom.
a) Why do governments seek to regulate alcohol consumption and/or promote sensible
drinking? What methods do they use? (30% weighting)
b) What steps has the drinks industry taken to embrace social responsibility? What are
their motives for doing this? (50% weighting)
c) In your opinion, should alcohol consumption be controlled? With whom does any
responsibility lie? (20% weighting)

Most of those who passed this question did so with a sound pass grade. However, with only a few
exceptions, responses were competent rather than exceptional, engaging or imaginative.
The following script is one of the better submissions. It is well-written, a very good length for the
time available and has a well-argued conclusion.
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April 2017: Coursework Assignment
Assignment title: The packaging of wines and spirits
Containers used to store wines and spirits for sale have come a long way since the earthenware
amphorae used by the Ancient Greeks and Romans and the wooden casks or barrels from which
early négociants and producers sold wines and spirits direct to the consumer. The use of glass
bottles is a relatively recent development in wine and spirit production. Since glassware became
the preferred packaging format, technological advances have led to the introduction of many
alternatives such as PET bottles, Tetra Pak containers, bag-in-boxes and aluminium cans.
Required sections:

1. Types of packaging format (25 marks)
The candidate should identify the main types of container currently used for the sale of wines and
spirits, together with the raw materials used in the manufacture of these formats.

2. The advantages and disadvantages of different packaging formats (45 marks)
The candidate should evaluate the advantages and disadvantages of each type of container from
the point of view of producers, retailers and consumers of wines and spirits.

3. Conclusion and personal commentary (10 marks)
The candidate should comment on any potential future trends or developments in the packaging of
wines and spirits for sale.
The remaining 20 marks are allocated to bibliography, presentation and structure.

There was a fairly even split between candidates achieving pass and merit grades for this
assignment. Most seemed comfortable with the topic but there were some fairly common errors
that led to low marks and, in some instances, failure. Those who failed often did so because they
did not pay sufficient attention to the information made available to them in the assignment brief,
such as the weighting attached to each section or the requirement to submit a minimum of 2500
words. There are always a number of candidates who ignore the instructions set out in the brief
and write an essay that largely just expands on the “context” section at the top of the brief. These
candidates invariably fail to address the specific questions as set out in the brief and therefore the
points the examiner is looking for or only include material of limited relevance. A significant
number of candidates wrote far too much about wine closures rather than the containers used for
the sale of wine. These were even listed in the briefing document. In some instances, bottle
closures were all they wrote about. Some candidates who did limit their response to different types
of containers still managed to deviate from the brief by writing needlessly about barrels used in the
winery or for shipping purposes when the brief had specifically referred to containers used for the
sale of wine. There was also a tendency among weaker candidates to rely too heavily on
manufacturers’ websites when evaluating the advantages and disadvantages of the various types of
containers. This worked well in terms of identifying positive attributes but often led to unbalanced
assignments that raised little in the way of negative comments – it is obvious that a manufacturer of
Tetra-pak, for example, is not going to mention any of the disadvantages of this form of packaging.
Candidates needed to use their own experiences as consumers or look elsewhere for information
that would address this part of the question and many failed to do this.
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June 2017: Case Study
Selling wine online
An article entitled ‘Online Wine Sales To Grow Globally’ appeared in the online edition of The Drinks
Business on 17 June 2015. It quoted a study from Bordeaux’s Kedge Business School which
had reported growth in online wine sales of around 600% since 2006, picking out Britain and China
as potential leaders in this sector. In the USA and other countries this route to market is still quite
small.
As with conventional ‘bricks and mortar’ retailing, the opportunities for online wine sales vary from
country to country (and sometimes within a country). Regulations, consumer demographics,
internet literacy, cost and local traditions can all influence the speed with which consumers
embrace the purchasing of wine electronically.
Over the next few years it will be fascinating to see if e-commerce is a ‘disruptive technology’ or a
‘sustaining technology’ when it comes to selling wine.
a) Discuss the growth in importance of online wines sales to the global wine industry.
(30% weighting)
b) What are the challenges facing retailers seeking to sell wine online? Candidates are
encouraged to use examples from markets around the world. (50% weighting)
c) In your opinion, what is the future for online wine sales? (20% weighting)

Most candidates had no problem covering enough of the valid points to ensure a pass grade
generating a pass rate of 83%. This was clearly a topic that was familiar territory for candidates.
However, many answers were predictable and unimaginative with few high grades. Most fail
grades were the result of simplicity, brevity or failure to address specific sections as required. Some
candidates wrote about the advantages of on-line retail in section b) rather than the challenges this
generates. Surprisingly few considered fraud or counterfeiting of goods to be a challenge when
addressing this section.
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Unit 2 – Wine Production
The multiple-choice questions used on the Unit 2 papers for 2016-17 are still live and so are not
reproduced here.
The pass rate for this paper is high and candidates should feel confident of success provided they
have studied the Unit 2 course materials in depth. As in previous reports, the examiners would
remind candidates that viticulture and vinification are pervasive topics which are relevant for all
Units of the Diploma examination. Many seem to forget to revise viticulture and vinification
when studying for subsequent Units, particularly the Unit 3 theory examination where questions
often require candidates to apply their knowledge of these topics to specific wine regions.
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Unit 3 – Light Wines of the World
Unit 3 tasting and theory examinations were held in January and June 2017.
General Comments
As usual, poor performances in the Unit 3 tasting papers were either the result of failure to follow
the Level 4 Systematic Approach to Tasting Wine® (SAT) or a lack of tasting experience which led
them to misread the structural components of the wines. Full guidance on how to use the SAT in
Diploma tasting examinations is given in the Candidate Assessment Guide.
A frequent comment in examiner feedback is that candidates underestimate what is required to pass
the Unit 3 theory examination. Units 4, 5 and 6 are narrower in scope and require less study and
preparation time. Perhaps because of this, candidates assume the Unit 3 theory paper to be less
challenging than it actually is. Success in the Unit 3 theory examination requires commitment and
application over an extended period of study time, together with a clear understanding of
examination technique.
The examiners noted broadly the same issues with the Unit 3 theory scripts as in previous years:
1. Time management. Many candidates appear to not plan their answers before writing them,
with the result that they often veer off-topic and/or run out of time. Candidates should read
the Candidate Assessment Guide which contains essential guidance on how to approach the
different types of question in the examination. They should also practise writing answers to
exam-style questions under timed conditions. Students who participate in exam
preparation/question-marking schemes tend to perform better in the examination than
those who do not. Many Diploma Programme Providers run marking schemes for their
students or candidates can apply to join the WSET Diploma Assessment Preparation scheme
(‘DAPs').
2. Answering the question set. There are two interrelated issues here, one concerning
examination preparation and the other concerning examination technique:
•

There is evidence that candidates are not preparing sufficiently, either by failing to
cover the Unit 3 syllabus in the necessary depth or by omitting to revise the basic
principles of viticulture and vinification studied for Unit 2 which are often the basis
of questions in this examination.
All Unit 3 theory questions carry an equal weighting of marks such that two or three
good or very good answers are unlikely to compensate for one or two very poor
ones. Candidates must ensure that they have studied and revised all the relevant
topics for the examination, as set out in the Specification otherwise they risk facing
topics they have not prepared for.

•

Diploma examination questions are carefully worded to help candidates engage with
the topic in the right way. More often than not, this means a candidate going
beyond simple description in their answers to explain not just ‘what’ something is
but ‘how’ and ‘why’. Too many candidates fail to read the question carefully and
launch into writing all they know about a given topic without applying their
knowledge to answer the question as set. Marks are not available for irrelevant
information, no matter how correct.
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Unit 3 Tasting Papers
Unit 3 Tasting Paper 1, Question 1
The first three wines are always from the same (or predominantly the same) grape variety, as
indicated on the question paper. Under the pressure of the exam situation, some candidates name
a different grape for each wine or fail to identify the grape at all. Others often incorrectly identify
one wine which they think is a ‘banker’ for the variety and then reverse-engineer their answers for
the other two wines accordingly. It is important not to jump to conclusions, but rather to taste all
three samples with an open mind before deciding on the likely variety giving logical reasons for this
choice through reference to each of the three wines.

January 2017: Unit 3 - TASTING PAPER 1, Question 1
Wines from a single, unspecified grape variety - Viognier
Wine 1

Country:
Region:
Wine:

Chile
Colchagua Valley
Cono Sur Viognier 2016

Wine 2

Country:
Region:
Wine:

France
Rhône Valley
Condrieu la Petite Côte 2015

Wine 3

Country:
Region:
Wine:

Australia
Eden Valley
Yalumba Viognier 2015

Identifying the grape was a challenge for most candidates with relatively few picking this out as
Viognier. This was the key reason for a relatively low pass rate of 54%. Chardonnay was often given
as the variety and the examiner had been instructed to award some marks for this from the 5
available on the basis that this was not illogical given the style of the wines. However, reasons
given for the choice of grape were often weak, consolidating the problem of the rather low pass
rate.
Many candidates were also let down by poor explanations in the “assessment of quality” and
“readiness for drinking/potential for ageing” sections of their tasting notes. Guidance on how to
answer the various concluding sections of tasting notes is available in the Candidate Assessment
Guide and is essential reading for all candidates.
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June 2017: Unit 3 - TASTING PAPER 1, Question 1
Wines from a single, unspecified grape variety – Merlot
Wine 1

Country:
Region:
Wine:

France
Bordeaux
Château Plince Pomerol 2010

Wine 2

Country:
Region:
Wine:

Chile
Colchagua
Luis Felipe Edwards Gran Reserva Merlot 2015

Wine 3

Country:
Region:
Wine:

USA
California
Shafer Merlot 2014

A significant number of candidates incorrectly identified the grape as Cabernet Sauvignon on the
basis of the Pomerol which they believed to be a wine from the Médoc. This was not illogical given
that it was a red Bordeaux, but these candidates made the mistake of “jumping the gun” too soon in
their assessment. Those who kept an open mind and reached a conclusion based on their findings
from all three samples were more likely to end up with the right grape as the varietal character was
easier to identify on the other two samples.
Marks were most often lost in the assessment of quality where answers continue to be
unconvincing and too formulaic. Far too many candidates rely solely on the “B-L-I-C” principle
(balance/length/intensity/complexity) applying it simplistically with no explanation. For example, in
the case of “complexity” it is much better to say “the wine has only a moderate level of complexity
as demonstrated by a range of flavours, but all within one cluster grouping” than simply “the wine
needs more complexity to be considered of higher quality”. This is a phrase that is used
indiscriminately for any wine below “outstanding”. However, it lacks conviction when over-used
because pretty much any wine could be judged to be higher quality if it had “more” complexity.
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Unit 3 Tasting Paper 1, Question 2
Question 2 involves three wines linked by origin or some other common feature. For 2016-17, the
wines in the January flight were from Bordeaux and the wines in the June flight from the Loire.
Despite it being explicit in the question that examiners were looking for one country in each
instance, some candidates disregarded this, naming a different country for each wine and were
consequently at a disadvantage when it came to the marks allocation in the concluding section.
The examiners would again stress the importance of reading the question carefully. Knowing that
three wines are from the same origin is a key advantage in a blind tasting scenario as it allows the
taster to think laterally and logically about likely grape varieties which in turn will help them to
identify the origin of the wines.

January 2017: Unit 3 - TASTING PAPER 1, Question 2
Wines from the same, unspecified country of origin - Bordeaux
Wine 4

Country:
Region:
Wine:

France
Bordeaux
Château Laville Sauternes 2009

Wine 5

Country:
Region:
Wine:

France
Bordeaux
Château de Fontanille Entre-deux-Mers 2015

Wine 6

Country:
Region:
Wine:

France
Bordeaux
Château Cos Labory 2010

This question generated a good set of answers with a reasonably high pass rate of 69% and a
number of merit and distinction grades suggesting that candidates were more comfortable with the
three wines in this question than in previous years.
As always with this question, success lies in identifying the grape varieties correctly. Having done
this, candidates can use logic to connect them to the most likely styles of wine and through that
process arrive at the correct region of origin. The combination of dry white, sweet white and oak
aged red offered relatively few obvious potential regions, and the clear Cabernet Sauvignon
character on the red and Sauvignon Blanc character on the dry white helped to tie these down to
Bordeaux rather than other potential contenders such as the Loire (see below).
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June 2017: Unit 3 - TASTING PAPER 1, Question 2
Wines from the same, unspecified country of origin - Loire
Wine 4

Country:
Region:
Wine:

France
Loire
Muscadet sur Lie 2016

Wine 5

Country:
Region:
Wine:

France
Loire
Chinon Rouge les Gravières 2015

Wine 6

Country:
Region:
Wine:

France
Loire
Langlois-Château Coteaux du Layon 2014

This question generated a low pass rate of 50% and a wide span of marks from 16 to 83. Many
candidates failed to identify the region as the Loire, instead assuming all three wines must be from
Bordeaux on the basis of them being a sweet white, a dry white and a red wine. This is
understandable since Bordeaux is probably the first region candidates would associate with this
combination of styles but there were clues in the wines that should have discounted Bordeaux.
Those who held their nerve and avoided pre-judgements before fully assessing all three wines fully
not only tended to write more accurate tasting notes but were also better able to use the evidence
in their tasting notes to reach the correct conclusion on provenance. These were the candidates
who achieved higher marks.
The key pointers for the Loire rather than Bordeaux were all linked to the cooler climate of this
region – the high acidity in these wines, the herbaceous character of the red wine, the lightness of
the sweet wine compared to Sauternes and the neutrality of the dry white wine which had none of
the Sauvignon Blanc pungency or Semillon body that so many candidates tried to “shoehorn” into
their description in mistaking this basic Muscadet for a Sauvignon Blanc / Semillon Bordeaux Blanc
blend.
The following script has correctly attributed the wines to the Loire with logical reasons given.
Whilst the candidate has mistaken the Muscadet for a Sauvignon Blanc, the assessment of quality is
very much in line with the actual style of this wine – they have clearly identified it as being rather
simple and neutral. Perhaps they forgot about Muscadet as being a logical candidate for this wine
but this error has only cost them a few marks.
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Unit 3 Tasting Paper 2, Question 3
The purpose of this question is to test candidates’ ability to distinguish between three wines from
the same country or region which are of differing quality levels. Candidates are not asked to identify
the wines but to give detailed quality assessments instead.
As with other “quality assessment” questions, candidates often fail to maximise marks by not
explaining in detail why a wine is “acceptable”, “good”, “very good” or “outstanding”, as the case
may be. With up to 10 marks available for a detailed assessment of quality (depending on the wines
shown) examiners are not only looking for a correct statement of the quality of the wine using SAT
terminology but also well-argued reasoning and analysis that demonstrates an understanding of the
elements of the wine that contribute to that quality level.
The B-L-I-C acronym is a helpful starting point but no more than this. Most candidates seem to be
familiar with the B-L-I-C framework but fail to apply it in a meaningful way to the wine in front of
them and whilst candidates should always aim to comment on the wine’s balance, length, intensity
and complexity, to get the marks available they need to go beyond the simple “statements” that this
approach tends to generate. It is not enough to describe a wine as “balanced” or “complex” unless
this is quantified by explanation of the form that balance or complexity takes and the reasons behind
this. More guidance on writing assessment of quality answers appears in the Candidate Assessment
Guide.
January 2017: Unit 3 - TASTING PAPER 2, Question 3
Part-specified wines - Tuscany
Wine 7

Country:
Region:
Wine:

Italy
Tuscany
Renieri Brunello di Montalcino 2011

Wine 8

Country:
Region:
Wine:

Italy
Tuscany
Castelli di Bossi Chianti Classico 2012

Wine 9

Country:
Region:
Wine:

Italy
Tuscany
Vernaiolo Chianti 2015

This question usually generates a lower pass rate than the other tasting questions because of the
large percentage of marks tied up in the assessment of quality - an element of the tasting note
where candidates tend to gain low marks due to lack of analysis and explanation. The pass rate in
January was however much better than in previous years at 73% but with relatively few distinction
grades. The examiner commented that candidates struggled most with wine 9 – the basic level
Chianti. This is something that crops up repeatedly in tasting examinations with candidates often
overestimating the quality of the simplest wine.
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June 2017: Unit 3 - TASTING PAPER 2, Question 3
Part-specified wines - California
Wine 7

Country:
Region:
Wine:

USA
California
Joseph Phelps Freestone Vineyards Chardonnay 2014

Wine 8

Country:
Region:
Wine:

USA
California
Ca’Momi Napa Valley Chardonnay 2014

Wine 9

Country:
Region:
Wine:

USA
California
Gallo Chardonnay 2015

Unlike the January examination, this was answered poorly with basic passes rather than higher
grades. As usual it was in the assessment of quality where most marks were lost with many
candidates only giving “keyword” answers such as “balanced”, “complex”, “simple”, “concentrated”
etc. with no explanation. Many simply repeated observations from their description under “palate”
with no further analysis or explanation, for example referring to “long length” with no indication of
why this might be an indicator of quality. As in previous years the simplest wine was often
overestimated in terms of quality with structural components misjudged. Very few commented on
the “simplicity” of wine 9 or the slight sweetness that was evident. On the whole, candidates were
better at recognizing primary aromas than secondary or tertiary ones. To some extent, this explains
consequent weaknesses at judging the quality of the two better wines since this was underpinned
by the more developed aromas found on these wines.
The following candidate gained high marks in the concluding section for all three wines. The
responses are the right length for the number of marks available and contain a good level of
analysis and discussion.
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Assessment of quality wine 7

Assessment of quality wine 8
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Assessment of quality wine 9
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Unit 3 Tasting Paper 2, Question 4
This is the “mixed bag” question where candidates are typically asked to identify the grape variety
/(ies) and origin of three unspecified wines.
Candidates are reminded however that relatively few marks are available for identifying the wines in
this flight; as with the other tasting questions the emphasis still lies on describing the wine
comprehensively and accurately. It is possible to identify all three wines correctly but gain a fail
grade in this question, just as it is possible to misidentify them having given otherwise sound tasting
notes and pass. Candidates should focus on writing full tasting notes in accordance with the SAT
rather than trying to work out what the wines are and run the risk of writing a tasting note to fit
their (potentially incorrect) conclusion.

January 2017: Unit 3 - TASTING PAPER 2, Question 4
Unspecified wines
Wine 10

Country:
Region:
Wine:

Chile
Not assessed in the examination
Cono Sur 20 Barrels Pinot Noir 2014

Wine 11

Country:
Region:
Wine:

New Zealand
Not assessed in the examination
Kim Crawford Spitfire Sauvignon Blanc 2015

Wine 12

Country:
Region:
Wine:

USA
Not assessed in the examination
Turley Juvenile Zinfandel 2014

This flight was well-answered in the main resulting in a good pass rate of 76% but with only two
distinction grades from a total of just over 200 candidates. Candidates were not expected to
identify the region of origin for these wines, just the country. This was because the examiners felt
that regional identity was less prominent in the case of these wines. Instead candidates were
expected to identify the grape variety and in some instances justify this choice. There was also a
greater emphasis on the assessment of quality for these three wines.
The New Zealand Sauvignon Blanc posed no problems in this flight of wines, helping to push the
pass rate up. However, the Zinfandel was more of a challenge with very few identifying the variety
or picking up the tertiary characters in their description.
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June 2017: Unit 3 - TASTING PAPER 2, Question 4
Unspecified wines
Wine 10

Country:
Region:
Wine:

Australia
Clare Valley
Paulett Polish Hill River Aged Release Riesling 2011

Wine 11

Country:
Region:
Wine:

Spain
Ribera del Duero
Pesquera Crianza 2013

Wine 12

Country:
Region:
Wine:

Hungary
Tokaji-Hegyalja
Tokaji Oremus 5 Puttonyos 2007

As with the January examination, this also generated a good pass rate of 72% which is in line with
results for this question in previous years.
Wines 10 and 12 posed very few problems helping to consolidate the pass rate but only a few
candidates were able to pinpoint the red wine in terms of origin. Many concluded it was a
Bordeaux which was not illogical given the style. This error only cost them a few marks provided
the rest of the tasting note was a reasonably accurate assessment of the characteristics of the wine.
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Unit 3 Theory Papers
January 2017: Section A – Compulsory Question
High levels of sweetness in light wines can be achieved in different ways. With reference to grape
growing and winemaking, describe the production of the following three sweet wines.
Version 1: Tokaji 5 Puttonyos, Vin Santo & Niagara Ice Wine
Version 2: Reingau Riesling Beerenauslese, Vin Santo & Niagara Ice Wine
Version 3: Coteaux du Layon, Vin Santo & Niagara Ice Wine
(Each section carries equal weighting)

The aim with this question is to test candidates’ ability to differentiate between various production
techniques to achieve very different styles of sweet wine – i.e using botrytised grapes, dried /
passito grapes and frozen grapes.
Many candidates were unfamiliar with the detail relating to the production of Vin Santo, resorting
to (often inaccurate) guesswork. This was the weak point for many and the reason for a significant
number of failures. Only a few were able to cover all three wines equally well with responses on
the use of botrytised grapes usually the best of the three sections. Winemaking itself was often
overlooked completely or only mentioned in passing and was another contributory factor for
failure. This is disappointing given the high pass rate for Unit 2 but is a clear indication that many
candidates fail to retain the knowledge they acquire for this unit beyond the multiple choice
examination.

January 2017: Section B
Why is Sauvignon Blanc popular with both producers and consumers? Use examples of wines
from around the world to support the points you make.
(An essay format is COMPULSORY for this question)

The best answers contained sound personal commentary in a coherent essay format, linking facts to
the question. Most candidates seemed aware of the need to present their answer as an essay but
there were too many token introductions and conclusions, with the former often simply stating the
question without further enquiry and the latter offering little in the way of insight or analysis. Many
failed to reach any conclusion about the topic at all.
Many answers were short and superficial accounts of Sauvignon Blanc as a grape without a
convincing understanding of what the question was asking. The majority of candidates simply
summarised where Sauvignon Blanc is grown around the world rather than analysing why this
variety is popular with producers and consumers; those who did gained higher marks.
Many wrote about the grape’s characteristics, regions where it is grown, winemaking practices used
and gave descriptions of different styles of wine, but few linked this information to the question as
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set or offered convincing arguments or explanation as to what any of this had to do with the
popularity of this variety.
The choice of wines was predictable – New Zealand and the Loire featuring in just about every
essay. A significant proportion of candidates forgot all about Bordeaux despite the significance of
Sauvignon Blanc in blended dry white wines from inexpensive Entre-deux-Mers to top quality oak
aged wines such as Pessac Leognan and its use in the sweet botrytised white wines of the region.
Other parts of the world were often just mentioned in passing as a list of locations where Sauvignon
Blanc is grown rather than “using” specific wines to support the points being put forward as reasons
for the popularity of this variety. The best answers were comprehensive and gave varied and
meaningful examples of styles of wine from around the world, naming key producers and explaining
why these wines contribute to the popularity of this variety.

January 2017: Section B
Describe the characteristics of the Malbec vine and the wines it produces in Argentina.
(60% weighting)
Why do you think Argentinean Malbec has been such a commercial success in recent years? (40%
weighting)

The pass rate for this question was poor – only 43% passing and very few achieving high marks. In
addition to the usual problems of writing too little, making factual errors, failing to answer one
section or being particularly weak in one section or both, other reasons for low marks included:
•
•
•
•

Failure to describe the characteristics of the Malbec vine – many just described
Malbec wines and not always in the context of Argentina.
Writing about Argentina in general in the second part of the question without
connecting this information to wine style.
Including too much irrelevant information about France and Cahors – this was a
question on Argentina.
Showing lack of imagination and commercial awareness in the second part of the
question.

January 2017: Section B
Describe the Appellation Contrôlée structure of the Côte d’Or. (50% weighting)
Discuss the advantages and disadvantages of this classification system for producers and
consumers. (50% weighting)

The pass rate here was reasonably good at 59% with better proportion of higher level grades.
Those who did less well tended to write too much about the history of the AC system in Burgundy
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rather than specifically the levels and tiers in the Côte d’Or. Many answers only mentioned Premier
Cru and Grand Cru totally ignoring regional and communal ACs and many answers were too
superficial – just lists of ACs with no explanation or detail of what the regulations relating to these
were.
Some candidates failed to answer the second part of the question, possibly unable to do so since
this required more than factual recall. Many answers were superficial, unimaginative and
unrealistic showing very little original thought or commercial awareness.
Some candidates
misinterpreted the second part and wrote about the advantages and disadvantages of the wines of
the Côte d’Or rather than the classification system itself.

January 2017: Section B
Discuss the factors responsible for the variety of red DOC/DOCG wines in Piemonte.

This question generated lots of very weak scripts with some extremely low scores. The pass rate of
26% was surprisingly low for what should have been a straightforward question. Poor structure led
to many answers that failed to answer the question that had been set. The logical approach was to
identify the “factors” concerned and discuss them in the context of the wines produced in
Piemonte. This format of question is frequently used in the Diploma examination in the context of
various parts of the world and candidates should know very well what the relevant “factors” are, i.e.
weather and climate, choice of grape variety, viticulture (encompassing yields, soil, aspect, terroir,
vine age, picking times etc) and vinification (specifically fermentation and ageing). Many simply
described the wines and therefore failed to consider the factors involved at all let alone the
implications of “cause and effect” of these factors – something that is a perennial problem in all
questions in the Diploma examination. At best candidates described the climate but only a few
explained how it affects style or diversity in the wines produced. Many wrote needlessly about
white wines and some completely lost sight of the question and wrote about the DOC/DOCG system
itself.

January 2017: Section B
Explain the role of blending in determining the style and quality of the following wines:
a) Côte Rôtie
b) Hermitage
c) St-Joseph
Why are some of these wines so expensive?

(45% weighting)
(55% weighting)

Like the previous question, this was answered very badly. It was a popular question, possibly
because candidates mistakenly thought it was simply a question about grape varieties. This was not
the case. It was not an easy question and required lateral thinking on the part of the candidate.
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Most scripts were superficial – writing only about blending of grape varieties. In doing this,
candidates missed the connection between blending and wine quality which lies at the heart of this
question and the choice of the three wines spanning different quality levels. Many answers were
too generic, simply writing about the three wines in broad terms, such as describing the climate,
soil, the topography etc. without linking any of these to blending and the result this has in terms of
wine style and quality. Many candidates scored no marks at all or only very low marks in individual
sections of the first part of the question – in most instances, this was the section on St-Joseph.
Answers to the second part of the question tended to be better, but only where candidates had
read the question carefully and structured their answer accordingly. It asked why some of these
wines are so expensive, but a large percentage of candidates wrote about all three wines in the
second part of the question. This was often due to the way they structured their response. In many
instances candidates wrote three separate paragraphs in answer to this question - one on each of
the given wines. For each paragraph they included information about the AC some of which was
relevant to the first part of the question and some relevant to the second part. This led to a lot of
repetition in terms of the reasons why the wines were expensive, such as low yields and manual
labour in the vineyard – both factors common to Côte Rôtie and Hermitage.
Candidates should always aim to structure their response so that it matches that of the question. In
this case, taking each wine in turn and writing about the various blending options available and
discussing how they contribute to style and quality. The second part of the question was more
generic – looking at the Northern Rhône as a whole and discussing why some of the wines produced
there are so expensive. This means ACs like St-Joseph would not feature in this second part of the
question, being on the whole relatively inexpensive wines. Only a relatively small percentage of
candidates took this logical approach and they were the ones who achieved high scores in this
question as a result.

January 2017: Section B
With reference to winemaking in Australia, write about FIVE of the following:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

GIs, Geographical Indicators
Terra Rossa
Eden Valley OR Adelaide Hills OR Claire Valley
Langhorne Creek OR Barossa Valley OR Mclaren Vale
Mornington Peninsula OR Margaret River OR Tasmania
Irrigation

(Each section carries equal weighting)

The topics for this question varied according to examination location.
Results were extremely poor with a pass rate of only 27% and only one borderline distinction grade.
There were some very short and superficial answers with some candidates struggling to fill one side
of paper when three to four sides is the norm for these multi-section format questions.
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Many candidates were unable to give good answers in all five sections, either leaving some blank or
relying on guesswork which was invariably incorrect or too vague. With all five sections carrying
equal weighting, it is impossible to compensate for weak sections by writing more in others where
the candidate thinks they know more. The mark will always be capped at the maximum available
for each section – in this case 20 marks. Another common error is answering more than the five
required sections. Not only do responses tend to be superficial as a result of the additional time
constraint this imposes but examiners will only mark the first five sections, ignoring any additional
ones.

June 2017: Section A – Compulsory Question
Why is Pinot Noir a difficult grape to grow? (60% weighting)
Comment on the use of this variety in each of the following regions: (40% weighting)
Version 1: Willamette Valley & Walker Bay
Version 2: Ahr & Yarra Valley
Version 3: Martinborough & Carneros
(Each section carries equal weighting)

There was a reasonably good pass rate of 57% for this compulsory question.
A large proportion of candidates made a reasonably good job at identifying why Pinot Noir is a
difficult grape to grow although there was also a tendency to write in general terms about the
characteristics of the variety rather than specifically those that make it a tricky variety to work with.
The most frequently omitted problem was the variety’s tendency to mutation and the challenges
associated with selecting the right clone in the first instance. The most common errors were linked
to ripening and vigour of this variety.
There were clear gaps in knowledge on the various regions where answers tended to be thin and
generic at best. Some candidates were clearly relying on guesswork in respect of certain regions
leading to answers that were incorrect or too vague. A significant number of candidates were
unable to locate these regions in the right country – something that they should be able to do at
Level 3, let alone Level 4. Many responses on the regions failed to write about the “regional”
influences that determine the style of the wine produced there, relying instead only on basic and
often generic descriptions of Pinot Noir wine that was unconvincing.
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June 2017: Section B
“Alsace is one of the great under-appreciated treasures of the wine world” (Jancis Robinson,
Oxford Wine Companion). Discuss the challenges of selling Alsace wines.
(An essay format is COMPULSORY for this question)
This was one of the most popular optional questions on the June paper answered by 79% of
candidates sitting the examination. However, this was a disappointing set of scripts, both in terms
of content and presentation. Many failed to adopt the required essay format, or to include
satisfactory introductions or conclusions. Most launched straight into factual descriptions of the
Alsace region with no attempt to link this information to the challenges of selling Alsace wine and
no indication of how they might go on to do so. Others started well but then tailed off.
There was the usual failure to answer the question directly – many candidates simply wrote “all
they know” about the region, name-checking producers and giving lengthy descriptions of wines
they have enjoyed. In addition, some candidates adopt a style of writing that is far too casual and
“chatty” for an examination environment. They should remember that their essay is being judged
on academic content rather than entertainment value.
The following script adopts a good essay style. It is clearly written, extensive and makes varied and
valid points.
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June 2017: Section B
Climate varies significantly across the vineyards of regions of Chile. Describe these differences
with reference to Limari, Maipo and Maule. (60% weighting)
How do these differences influence the wines produced in each region? (40% weighting)

This was one of the least popular questions on the June paper and many were wise to avoid it as
generalisations would not suffice here – this required sound factual knowledge of the climate and
wines of all three regions. The low pass rate of 43% was indicative that this was lacking in many
scripts.
Whilst a number of candidates were reasonably good on climate in Chile in broad terms, they were
unable to differentiate between the variations in the given regions leading to very generic answers
that failed to answer the question that had been set. Maule was the region that generated the
weakest answers with many candidates unable to write anything meaningful at all. Candidates
who were unable to adequately identify the regional climatic differences were subsequently also
unable to convincingly address the second part of the question since this was dependent on factual
knowledge of the former.

June 2017: Section B
Explain how grape growing (35% weighting), winemaking (35% weighting) and industry structure
(30% weighting) influence the style, quality and price of red Rioja.

A significant proportion of the candidates who chose this question achieved low marks because
they did not read the wording carefully enough. They simply treated this as a “paragraph” question
rather than the discursive question it needed to be. Provided they linked the information given in
each section by explaining how they influence wine style, quality and price this disjointed style was
fine, but factual statements relating to grapes used, identifying sub-regions within the Rioja DO and
stating minimum ageing requirements in isolation were not sufficient to answer the question as set.
All of this factual information needed to be linked to resulting wine style, quality and price and very
few candidates did this.
Another problem was an apparent lack of understanding of what was meant by “industry
structure”. Very few candidates provided the information the examiner was looking for here and
lost out on 30% of the marks as a result. If responses were also superficial and lacking explanation
and analysis in other sections, a fail grade was unavoidable. Many candidates took “industry
structure” to mean the legal requirements regarding production and simply wrote about ageing
definitions which should have been addressed under winemaking instead. Some candidates just
listed export markets which was extremely simplistic. A large number of candidates wrote nothing
at all in answer to this part of the question.
A good starting point would have been the Consejo Regulador – what it does, where it is based,
what effect it has on wine style, quality and price. However, this would not suffice in isolation.
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Further discussion of industry structure in a wider sense was required. What is the role of brokers
in the Rioja DO? Are they important? If so, why are they important? Similarly, co-operatives
needed mention as well as the part all of these play in determining wine style, quality and price.
Examiners were also hoping candidates would mention new initiatives such as Vinedos Singulares.
This was one of the most popular questions on the paper and having been answered badly by so
many of those who attempted it generated a very poor pass rate of only 39%.

June 2017: Section B
Discuss the factors in the vineyard (30% weighting) and winery (70% weighting) that account for
the style and quality of the dry and sweet red wines of Valpolicella.

This was also a relatively popular question and generated a good pass rate of 58%.
There was a tendency in some instances to overlook the weighting with the result that candidates
did not provide enough detail in terms of explaining how different approaches to winemaking
determine the various styles of wine. There was inevitable confusion about the processes used in
the production of the various styles of wines with ripasso being the one most commonly
misunderstood. Some candidates also attributed the wrong names to the various styles.
“Ordinary” Valpolicella and Valpolicella Classico were often overlooked completely or mentioned
only in passing before moving on to the other styles. Whilst there is certainly less to say about
these, they definitely should have formed part of any answer to this question.
Candidates achieving low marks either made fundamental errors in terms of the various styles or
failed to provide sufficient detail in their answers, often relying on vague references to
“conventional winemaking” or “ageing in oak” without supplying the specific facts to back these up.

June 2017: Section B
Discuss the two white wines pictured below under the following headings:
a)
b)
c)

Viticulture (40% weighting)
Winemaking (30% weighting)
Resulting style (30% weighting)
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The low pass rate of 46% for this question was caused by a number of problems. It was clear that a
large percentage of candidates who answered this question were unfamiliar with the style of
Hunter Valley Semillon. Many wrote a generic answer assuming this to be an inexpensive,
Australian bulk produced wine for easy drinking. This often included references to the use of oak
barrels and even oak chips, blending with other varieties such as Chardonnay, and style descriptions
that referred to high alcohol, ripe fruit, low to medium acidity, vanilla character from oak etc. None
of this was convincing or relevant in the case of this wine. There were frequent misconceptions in
terms of the climate in the Hunter Valley, with many generic descriptions of a hot, dry Australian
climate that showed a lack of knowledge of the region and the wine itself.
The Pessac Léognan was also problematic for some, particularly those who had not read the
question carefully enough and wrote about the red wines of this AC. This clearly earned them very
few marks in a question that had specified white wines as the topic of discussion. However, even
some of those who had restricted their answer to white wines gained low marks in this section
because they mistakenly believed this to be a sweet, botrytised wine rather than a dry, oak aged
white wine. Where candidates misjudged the style of the wine in both instances, the result was
clearly catastrophic resulting in some extremely low marks.
In terms of question structure, only a small percentage actually followed the format of the question
as presented, i.e. writing about both wines under the three given headings. The majority of
candidates wrote two paragraphs – one on each wine. This was fine provided they also structured
their response to reflect the weighting attached to each of the three required sections. Often this
was not the case with many scripts containing lengthy descriptions of the wines (which were not
always accurate) and relatively little depth or detail in terms of production which accounted for the
bulk of the marks at 70%.

June 2017: Section B
With reference to winemaking in France, write about FIVE of the following:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

Michel Rolland
Lirac OR Tavel
Picpoul de Pinet
Sancerre OR Pouilly Fumé
INAO (Institut National des Appellations d’Origine)
Guigal OR Drouhin OR Chapoutier

(Each section carries equal weighting)

The topics for this question varied according to examination location.
This was very poorly answered with a pass rate of only 38% and an equal split between the number
of pass and fail grades and only four distinctions from a total of 361 scripts. Many submissions were
incomplete, suggesting candidates had selected this question as their least preferred option,
answered it last and ran out of time. In fact, it was one of the least popular questions on the paper.
This was surprising given the subject matter and the “multi-part” format which a significant
proportion of candidates sitting this examination mistakenly believe to be the easier option.
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In this instance, it seems likely that many were dissuaded from attempting this by some of the less
mainstream topics such as Lirac, Picpoul de Pinet and the producers in the Rhône. Many scripts
were factually incorrect in these sections or simply too vague. A large proportion of answers were
simply too brief – some barely more than a single side of text.
A sound approach where short-form responses are required is to think of key questions that can
form the basis of the answer. For example, in the case of Lirac or Picpoul candidates could have
asked themselves:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

What is this?
Where exactly in France is it?
What style of wine is produced?
Which grape variety/ies is/are used?
What are the characteristics of this/these variety/ies?
What is the climatic here?
Are there any particular winemaking techniques specific to this region/style of wine?

This is not an exhaustive list but answering these questions correctly would have led to a fairly
comprehensive answer of the standard required at Diploma level.
The following is an example of a script which gives sound responses in all five sections. Answers are
extensive with a good level of detail. Far too many candidates seem to think that a single page
answer will be sufficient. This is not the case. This candidate submitted four sides of text which is
about average for a good response. Anything less than three sides is unlikely to be sufficient for this
format of question.
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Unit 4, 5 and 6 Examinations - Overview
The tasting and theory questions for these examinations carry an equal weighting of marks. This
means that to excel candidates must demonstrate good all-round knowledge of key theory topics as
well as sound tasting skills. However, the short-form question format means that candidates who do
well on two of the three theory sections, and having achieved good marks for their tasting, may still
pass the Unit as a whole despite one weak section since the outcome is based on an aggregate mark
from both disciplines.
Tasting questions
The main issue, as in previous years, is with candidates failing to follow the SAT to the letter. By
failing to comment on every aspect of the wine using the SAT accurately, candidates often miss out
on marks needlessly. While there is some flexibility in how marks are awarded for descriptors,
candidates must identify the structural components of the wine using SAT terminology to be given
credit. “Good finish”, “heady alcohol” and “excellent length” are all examples of candidates
disadvantaging themselves by not using SAT terms.
Candidates are also reminded of the need to look for primary, secondary and tertiary characteristics
in wines where appropriate, using specific descriptors for what they find.
Theory questions
Lack of detail continues to be an issue for the Unit 4, 5 and 6 theory questions. Short-form questions
allow the examiner to test the breadth of the candidate’s knowledge across core topics with a focus
on factual recall but also demonstration of understanding of the principles involved. If candidates
do not have a firm grasp of examinable material, they will not be able to demonstrate the level of
understanding required to pass.
Many candidates not only underestimate the amount of information required in their answers writing just three or four sentences is highly unlikely to result in a pass grade – but also often stray
off-topic. Candidates are reminded that no marks are available for irrelevant detail, even if it is
correct. This means paying close attention to the wording of the question. For example, ‘Cava
styles’ is more specific than ‘Cava’ in isolation; candidates would need to structure their answers
accordingly. Many weaker candidates still pick up on a key word and write everything they know
about that topic. As already noted in the Unit 3 theory feedback, this is an unsafe strategy.
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Unit 4 – Spirits of the World
The Unit 4 examinations took place in November 2016, March 2017 and June 2017.
NB: Where theory question topics are separated by the word ‘OR’, different versions of the question
were in circulation.
November 2016: Unit 4 TASTING
Spirit 1

Country:
Spirit:

Barbados
Doorly’s 3yr old Fine Old Rum

Spirit 2

Country:
Spirit:

United Kingdom
Plymouth Gin

Spirit 3

Country:
Spirit:

Mexico
1800 Reposado Tequila

On the whole, candidates did fairly well with a good percentage of them correctly identifying the
spirits although not always accurately enough for the full allocation of marks available. Where the
style within the category was correct this usually followed through to a good performance in the
concluding section of the paper.
Loss of marks was often down to the following:
•
•
•
•
•

Not using the Systematic Approach that is specifically written for use when assessing spirits.
Not identifying enough aroma characteristics for the marks available.
Using terms that are too generic and vague for this level of assessment such as “citrus”,
“oak” or “spice”. All of these need to be more specific to gain the mark.
Not answering the question as set in the concluding sections. A significant number of
candidates insist on writing an “assessment of quality” where this has not been asked for.
Making factual errors in the concluding section such as giving the wrong ageing
requirements for the Tequila.

November 2016: Unit 4 THEORY
In relation to spirits, write about each of the following:
a) Use of oak in spirits production
b) Smirnoff
c) Calvados OR Brandy de Jerez OR Pisco

This paper generated a reasonable pass rate of 59% but there was a wide divergence in marks from
a low of 12% to a high of 88%.
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The section on use of oak was answered well. Being a topic that spanned many different categories
of spirits, most candidates were able to write enough to get a pass in this section. However, it was
a different story with the section on Smirnoff. Far too many candidates simply wrote about vodka
production in broad, generic terms rather than concentrating on facts relevant to this particular
brand.
Section c) also caused problems for some candidates due to inaccuracies or confusion in terms of
methods of production and legal classifications / regulations.

March 2017: Unit 4 TASTING
Spirit 1

Country:
Spirit:

France
Calvados Pays d’Auge 2009

Spirit 2

Country:
Spirit:

Spain
Solera Gran Reserva Brandy de Jerez

Spirit 3

Country:
Spirit:

France
Pastis de Marseille

The inclusion of the Pastis in this line up helped many candidates achieve a pass grade despite
rather weak descriptions and/or conclusions elsewhere. As is often the case, the main reason for
failing this paper was not following the Spirits SAT or only doing so haphazardly. Some candidates
continue to default to the Wine SAT in their answers which is substantively different to the Spirits
SAT; needless to say, this results in lost marks. Many candidates who made this error forgot to
mention the state of maturity on the nose or the nature of the finish on the palate since these are
very specific to the Spirits SAT.
The following candidate wrote three very accurate tasting notes and gained high marks.
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March 2017: Unit 4 THEORY
In relation to spirits, write about each of the following:
a) Finishing in spirits production
b) Pernod Ricard
c) Tennessee Whiskey OR Irish Whiskey OR Canadian Whisky

Short-form questions such as this can be problematic for candidates if they have not prepared
adequately or leave gaps in their revision. This three-part question format is designed to test the
breadth of a candidate’s knowledge across the Unit, so a very poor mark in one section can make a
pass difficult to achieve.
Section a) was generally answered well. The main issue here was confusing the concept of
“finishing” with the processes of maturation and blending that precede “finishing”. The wording in
the question in this instance was very tight and comments relating to processes that occur outside
the finishing stage were “off-topic”. Questions that ask about key producers or brands often
generate weak responses, as was the case with Pernod Ricard. However, on the whole, most
candidates were able to successfully position the company and its key brands thereby achieving a
basic pass grade in this section. There were also some excellent answers to this section but they
were in the minority. Section c) generated a mixed bag of responses. Tennessee Whiskey was
covered well, whilst answers on Irish Whiskey tended to be weak and Canadian Whisky was often
confused with Bourbon.

June 2017: Unit 4 TASTING
Spirit 1

Country:
Spirit:

Not assessed
Absolut Vodka

Spirit 2

Country:
Spirit:

Carribean
Spiced Rum

Spirit 3

Country:
Spirit:

France
10 yr old Bas Armagnac

The pass rate of 72% for this question was good and there was a fairly even split between
candidates achieving pass and merit but considerably fewer distinction grades.
It was important with this trio of spirits to read the question carefully. Two of the samples required
the candidate to comment in the concluding section on how production determined the style,
having first identified the style within the category. The instruction in the case of the Armagnac
was different, requiring an assessment of quality. Some candidates ignored this and wrote an
assessment of quality for all three samples. This inevitably cost them a considerable portion of the
marks in the case of the first two spirits. It is understandable that candidates will make errors due
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to exam nerves but good examination discipline could so easily have eliminated this error. The
most important part of any examination is reading the question and making sure you know exactly
what you are being asked to do.
Notes for the Vodka fell into two distinct camps – either very poor or very good. Only a few
candidates correctly identified the style of the Rum. What examiners were looking for here was
“spiced rum”. With five marks available for comments on how production determined the style of
this spirit, examiners were looking for more than a generic description of rum production.
A good number of candidates identified the Armagnac as such rather than Cognac. They were the
ones who spotted the spirity nature and the slight rusticity and tannic grip. On the downside, far
too many candidates mistook this for Whisky. Those who went for Bourbon were easier to
understand, having presumably been misled by the oaky character. Those who identified it as
Scotch Whisky were far less convincing, particularly those who commented on peaty character that
simply was not there.

June 2017: Unit 4 THEORY
In relation to spirits, write about each of the following:
a) Scotch Malt whisky regions OR Blending in Scotch whisky production
b) Bacardi Ltd and its portfolio
c) Cultivation and processing of agave prior to fermentation OR Grappa

There were a good number of pass grades here but relatively few merits and distinctions. Some
sections of this question were answered well whilst others were weak. Very few candidates were
good across all three sections.
Candidates often failed to limit their answer to the question as set. For example, writing everything
they knew about Tequila, rather than the processes that take place prior to fermentation. Many
candidates included irrelevant detail on distillation, maturation and labelling terminology when all
that was required was information relating to the cultivation of agave, harvesting, cooking, milling
and fermentation. Examiners were looking for depth here rather than a broad-brush account of the
whole process through to bottling. Many candidates forgot to include Mezcal in their answer or
were unaware of the differences between this and Tequila in the context of the question as set.
Most candidates were able to identify the five Scotch Malt whisky regions and say something about
them. Responses on blending in Scotch whisky production were more variable with most covering
Blended Scotch but failing to consider the concept of blending within single distilleries etc.
Bacardi and Grappa generated the weakest responses.
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Unit 5 – Sparkling Wines of the World
Unit 5 examinations also took place in November 2016, March 2017 and June 2017.
NB: Where theory question topics are separated by the word ‘OR’, different versions of the question
were in circulation.
November 2016: Unit 5 TASTING
Wine 1

Country:
Region:
Wine:

France
Champagne
Champagne Jannison et fils Tradition Brut NV

Wine 2

Country:
Region:
Wine:

Germany
Mosel
Dr Loosen Extra Dry Riesling Sekt

Wine 3

Country:
Region:
Wine:

France
Champagne
Charles Heidsieck Brut Millesime 2005

For this paper candidates were not required to identify the wines but to focus on their quality and
ageing potential / readiness for drinking. To answer these sections well, candidates needed to draw
on the observations made about the wines under the headings “appearance”, “nose” and “palate”.
Obviously, the more extensive and accurate the description, the more meaningful and accurate the
conclusion.
These three wines were very different in style and the examiner was looking for evidence of these
differences in the tasting notes. Wine 2 was a modestly priced, fruity German Riesling Sekt. It is a
wine for drinking now due to the dominance of primary characteristics. Wine 3 was also a wine for
“drinking now” but for very different reasons as good candidates explained. There were no
autolytic or tertiary characters on wine 2 yet some candidates commented incorrectly on both.
There is a tendency towards overuse of descriptors linked to autolysis in this paper, but the marking
process is heavily linked to the principles of “clusters” of aromas and flavours and where there is no
evidence of certain clusters on a wine, marks will be restricted to those clusters that are relevant.
In this case, it was important to comment on the relative simplicity of this wine. This characteristic
also comes into play when assessing the quality and the readiness for drinking of this wine. It is not
enough to simply state that the wine is ready for drinking now. Such statements need to be
justified as well. In this instance, whilst the wine had high acidity (a characteristic that can
contribute to longevity), there was insufficient concentration of fruit to support the ageing process.
Whilst wine 2 was simple and full of primary fruit character, wine 3 was at the other end of the
scale – complex and savoury as demonstrated by the presence of limited primary fruit but abundant
secondary and tertiary character. Where a wine has multiple clusters of aromas and flavours such
as here, candidates need to comment on all evident clusters to gain the marks available. Leaving
out comments relating to any one cluster would limit the number of marks that could be achieved
elsewhere irrespective of how many descriptors are listed. In the case of this wine, it was the
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tertiary character that was dominant and so marking was more heavily weighted towards this
cluster. This is the kind of judgement candidates need to make when assessing wines in an
examination. There is little point in identifying a long list of primary aromas for a wine like this.
This dominant tertiary character was the clue to the fact that this wine, like the German Sekt, was
also ready to drink but for very different reasons, i.e. the primary fruit was fading. The very overt
development on this wine was missed by many candidates.
When writing an assessment of quality too many candidates apply the “B-L-I-C” principle in its most
simplistic format. For example, they would describe wine 3 as outstanding because it is “balanced,
has long length, great intensity and is complex”. This may well be true, but is not a detailed
assessment of quality and would not gain high marks. If the wine is balanced, the assessment needs
to indicate in what way this balance is displayed. In the case of wine 3, although it is fully mature,
the acidity still provides a freshness and structure that supports and balances the savoury tertiary
characters.

November 2016: Unit 5 THEORY
In relation to sparkling wines, write about each of the following:
a) Tank method
b) Champagne Bollinger S.A.
c) Franciacorta OR Crémant OR Cava grapes

The pass rate for this question was rather disappointing at 53%. With a median mark of 56% and
75% of candidates achieving a mark between 45% and 69%, there were relatively few scripts at the
extremes - fail (unclassified) or distinction.
The section on tank method was generally answered well. Most candidates were able to describe
the process with better candidates offering explanation and examples to accompany the various
stages of production. Some candidates either totally or partially confused this method with others
such as transfer or carbonation.
As in past examinations it was the section on the named producer that generated weak responses –
in this instance, Bollinger. This was compounded even further by the fact that a considerable
number of candidates were unaware that Champagne Bollinger S.A. is the full and official name of
the French Champagne house and has nothing to do with South Africa. A considerable number of
candidates wrote about fictitious joint ventures between Bollinger and sparkling wine producers in
South Africa. It was very difficult to award more than a few marks in such instances. Even those
candidates who did not make this mistake struggled with this section. There were many very brief
or generic answers that fell short of the pass mark. The range of wines produced was often poorly
known and few knew about the company’s interests outside of Champagne (but not in South
Africa).
Responses in section c) varied. Franciacorta was a topic that many were comfortable with. There
were many convincing answers with plenty of relevant facts relating to viticulture, grape varieties,
vinification, rules for lees ageing etc. However, climate was often misunderstood and only a few
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brought commercial issues into their answer. The section on Crémant was less good, with rather
generic answers that focused too heavily on a description of the traditional method rather than
regulations specific to Crémant wines. There were very few good answers on Cava grape varieties.
These were often simply listed with no accompanying detail and very few were able to name all the
varieties or indeed spell them correctly.
The following script has extensive answers in all three sections and gained high marks as a result.

a) Tank Method
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b) Champagne Bollinger S.A.
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c) Crémant
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March 2017: Unit 5 TASTING
Wine 1

Country:
Region:
Wine:

Australia
South-Eastern Australia
Omni Australian Sparkling Wine

Wine 2

Country:
Region:
Wine:

France
Champagne
Louis Roederer Carte Blanche Demi-sec NV

Wine 3

Country:
Region:
Wine:

Italy
Piemonte
Asti San Silvestro NV

This flight of wines was well answered with a relatively high pass rate, which is not unusual for Unit
5. Weaker candidates failed to give convincing descriptions of aroma and flavour profiles,
sometimes giving descriptors from one cluster in isolation or, in the case of wine 3 which only had
primary aromas/flavours, they wrote about autolytic character that simply was not there. There
were also the usual issues – some candidates were erratic in their use of the SAT, missing out on
potential marks by failing to comment on all of the structural components of the wines.
In this trio, the emphasis in the concluding section was on the assessment of quality – these were
three very different categories of sparkling wine, not only in terms of their style but also from a
quality point of view.

March 2017: Unit 5 THEORY

In relation to sparkling wines, write about each of the following:
a) Producer classifications in Champagne, e.g. NM, Négociant Manipulant
b) Prosecco DOC
c) Meunier OR Pinot Noir OR Chardonnay

The pass rate for this question was good at 66% but there were very few really outstanding
responses.
A number of candidates wrote nothing at all on producer classifications in Champagne despite
having been given one example of what examiners were looking for here. A large number of those
who did answer it wrote only about the example given rather than covering ALL the classifications in
use. Some candidates wasted their time writing about classifications that do not come under the
umbrella of producer classifications but which refer to particular styles of Champagne such as RD.
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Some candidates did not read the question carefully and in section b) included irrelevant
information on the Prosecco DOCGs rather than limiting their response to the DOC wines and
covering these in more depth.
The section relating to one of the three Champagne grapes varied according to where the
examination was being sat. Responses were sometimes too generic or vague and, in a couple of
instances, were not addressed in the context of sparkling wines.

June 2017: Unit 5 TASTING
Wine 1

Country:
Region:
Wine:

Spain
Catalonia
Mont Marçal Brut Reserva NV

Wine 2

Country:
Region:
Wine:

France
Champagne
Pol Roger 2008

Wine 3

Country:
Region:
Wine:

Italy
Lombardy
Bortolotti Prosecco Superiore di Valdobbiadene NV

The high pass rate of 79% was almost certainly down to some very good descriptions for the Pol
Roger as notes for the other two samples were often less good.
The sweetness on the Prosecco was often misjudged, leading many to confuse this wine with Asti.
A number of candidates identified autolytic character on this wine which was not there. This tends
to suggest that some candidates try to “hedge their bets” in this paper by listing autolytic
characteristics for all three samples. This can backfire because available marks may be “capped”
where the candidate incorrectly identifies a characteristic that is very definitely not a feature of the
wine.
Tasting notes for the Cava were the least convincing with many candidates overestimating the
quality. The assessment of quality for all three samples was often weak with some candidates
placing too much emphasis on justification for their given provenance of the wine or superfluous,
long-winded comments about whether the wine was ready to drink or should be kept. The
“assessment of quality” and “readiness for drinking / potential for ageing” are two distinct parts of
the WSET Systematic Approach to Tasting and will not always appear together on examination
papers, as was the case here. When asked to give an assessment of the wine’s quality, candidates
should refrain from comments relating to it’s readiness for drinking / ageing potential.
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June 2017: Unit 5 THEORY
In relation to sparkling wines, write about each of the following:
a) Montagne de Reims OR Côtes des Blancs OR Vallée de la Marne
b) Sparkling red wines
c) Prestige Cuvées

Some candidates failed to understand what was meant by Prestige Cuvées and included too much
information of limited relevance. Answers on section b) tended to be rather vague and generic with
a clear distinction between those guessing and hoping to get by on generalisations and those who
were able to write knowledgeably about the specific regions of production, grapes used, styles
produced, techniques used etc. Some candidates wrote about red grapes instead of red wines and
usually covered very little of any relevance in doing so. Comments about rosé sparkling wine were
also pointless in the context of a question on red sparkling wines.
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Unit 6 – Fortified Wines of the World
Unit 6 examinations took place in November 2016, March 2017 and June 2017.
NB: Where theory question topics are separated by the word ‘OR’, different versions of the question
were in circulation.
November 2016: Unit 6 TASTING
Wine 1

Country:
Region:
Wine:

Spain
Jerez
Principe de Barbadillo Amontillado

Wine 2

Country:
Region:
Wine:

Portugal
Douro
Fonseca Unfiltered LBV 2009

Wine 3

Country:
Region:
Wine:

Portugal
Madeira
Henriques & Henriques 15 yr old Verdelho

This trio of unrelated fortified wines generated a good pass rate of 68%. The marker commented
that a significant number of candidates failed to answer the question as set in the concluding
section. This is invariably because they do not read the examination paper carefully enough and
just assume the concluding section will always ask for an assessment of quality because this is set
out in the concluding section of the SAT. The concluding section of all tasting papers will vary,
depending on the samples chosen. Sometimes candidates will be expected to identify the samples
as closely as possible, they may be asked to comment on a particular aspect of production such as
ageing or they may be required to give an assessment of quality or comment on readiness for
drinking and ageing potential. In the case of these wines, the instruction on the examination paper
was to identify the style within the category and explain what evidence in the tasting note
supported this conclusion.
Taking sample 1 as an example, the correct response would have been Amontillado Sherry (the style
within the category) and the evidence in the tasting note would have included comments such as
the following (it is helpful to think of terms of why it is Sherry rather than any other fortified wine
and then why it is Amontillado rather than another other style of Sherry):
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lower level of acidity eliminates Port or Madeira
Absence of tannin eliminates Port
High level of alcohol compared to VDN, for example
Complexity and length indicates a high level of quality of which Sherry is capable
Absence of any residual sugar eliminates Port , Madeira or sweeter styles of Sherry
Concentrated dried fruit notes, complexity of tertiary flavours and presence of volatile
acidity indicate long ageing with deliberate oxidation which eliminates many styles of
fortified wine
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•
•
•

Evidence of flor eliminates Oloroso
Colour eliminates fino/manzanilla
Aroma/flavour profile indicative of Amontillado

In terms of the tasting notes themselves, candidates lost marks because their descriptions were too
generic, using descriptors such as “spicy”, “oaky” etc or because they “hedged their bets” through
over-use of the “medium” category when describing the structural components of the wines. These
were very different and distinctive styles of fortified wines exhibiting more “high” and “low” ends of
the scale.

November 2016: Unit 6 THEORY
In relation to fortified wines, write about each of the following:
a) Colour and tannin extraction in Port
b) The solera system in Sherry production
c) Beaumes de Venise OR Banyuls OR Maury

Scripts varied significantly in terms of factual accuracy with some candidates performing well whilst
others clearly struggled. A common problem was candidates’ handling of the various topics which
was often too generic or superficial. For example, describing the whole production process for Port
in very broad terms rather than very specific issues related to colour and tannin extraction in detail.
Terminology was also often used incorrectly, for example referring to fortification with RCGM
(which is grape must) rather than with grape spirit.

March 2017: Unit 6 TASTING
Wine 1

Country:
Region:
Wine:

France
Languedoc
Domaine de la Pigeage Muscat Beaumes de Venise 2015

Wine 2

Country:
Region:
Wine:

Portugal
Douro
Croft Triple Crown Port NV

Wine 3

Country:
Region:
Wine:

Spain
Jerez
Fernando de Castillo Antique Pedro Ximénez NV

This paper generated a pass rate of 89% with an equal split between the number of candidates
achieving pass and merit grades, plus a good number of distinctions. This was almost certainly
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down to the very good responses on wine 3 which compensated for generally rather moderate
quality answers on the other two samples. Rather surprisingly, it was the Port that caused
problems with many overestimating the quality and far too many describing it as “outstanding”.
As in past papers, some candidates failed to go into sufficient detail in their assessment of quality or
included irrelevant observations about the wine’s readiness for drinking, possible food matches,
price etc. The best answers gave sound reasoning to back up the points they made. Of the four
marks available for this section, only one was for identifying the correct SAT quality category. The
rest were allocated for valid explanation/justification of this quality level. “Balanced”, “complex”
and “typical” are meaningless terms unless tasters can convincingly explain where the balance is, in
what way the wine is complex or why typicity is indicative of quality.

March 2017: Unit 6 THEORY
In relation to fortified wines, write about each of the following:
a) Maturation in oak
b) The role of climate in Port production
c) Amontillado OR Fino OR Oloroso

Candidates generally handled section c) most effectively – possibly because of the factual nature of
the question which simply required candidates to get down as many facts about the style of Sherry
as possible. There was no need for interpretation or manipulation of the data as with the other two
sections of the question.
When discussing the role of climate in Port production many candidates forgot to consider the
effect of climate in terms of maturation and the differences achieved by maturing wines up in the
Douro compared to on the coast. Some candidates limited their response to a description of the
climate in the various sub-regions which was not sufficient. Candidates need to think in broader
terms and make their answers more encompassing.
In similar fashion, weak answers on maturation in oak simply listed ageing requirements for various
styles of fortified wines. Some candidates wrote about oak maturation in general rather than in the
context of fortified wines. The best answers discussed the various options available in terms of oak
ageing, included some analysis of the impact of these various options and linked this information to
the various styles of fortified wines that undergo maturation in oak.

June 2017: Unit 6 TASTING
Wine 1

Country:
Region:
Wine:

Spain
Jerez
Tio Pepe Fino
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Wine 2

Country:
Region:
Wine:

France
Roussillon
Mas Amiel Vintage Maury 2014

Wine 3

Country:
Region:
Wine:

Portugal
Douro
Ramos Pinto Quinta da Ervamoira 10 yr old Tawny

The emphasis in the concluding section here was on identifying the region of origin and giving an
accurate assessment of the quality of these wines.
A significant number of candidates misjudged the sweetness of the Port and also either overstated
or underestimated quality levels.
Marks were also lost where instead of identifying flavours on the palate, candidates simply wrote
“same as nose”.
Most candidates had no trouble in identifying the Fino Sherry but wine 2 was often mistaken for a
ruby style Port - the alcohol really was not high enough for this to be the case.

June 2017: Unit 6 THEORY
In relation to fortified wines, write about each of the following:
a) Canteiro and Estufa OR Malvasia and Sercial OR Viticulture in Madeira
b) Sweetening in Sherry production
c) Fortification of Port

On the whole, this was a reasonably good set of responses but with a wide variance in quality with
marks ranging from a low of 3% to a high of 80%.
Few candidates were able to answer the section on “sweetening in Sherry production” well. Most
simply gave descriptions of the different styles of sweet Sherry rather than explaining how the
sweetness is achieved. Where an attempt at describing the methods was made, it was often in very
basic terms or contained errors. No candidates identified all 6 methods available – RCGM; fresh
Palomino must that has been vacuum concentrated and with the colour removed; sun-dried Pedro
Ximénez grapes; dried Palomino grapes made into a mistela; arrope grape concentrate and fortified
Moscatel. Each of these options required some explanation of what they are, how they are
produced, when and why they are used and what effect they have on the resulting style. Very few
candidates were able to provide this information.
The following candidate was one of those who did address this section reasonably well and was
backed up by a very good response on section a) and a fairly sound if rather brief account of the
fortification of Port in section c).
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a) Viticulture in Madeira
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b) Sweetening in Sherry production
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c) Fortification of Port
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Appendix 1 – Pass Rates for the Level 4 Diploma in Wines and Spirits

Paper
Unit 1 CWA
Unit 1
Case Study

2016/17
April
Nov
91%
91%
%
Nov
Mar
June
85%
82%
83%

2015/16
April
89%
Nov
85%

91%

Unit 2

2014/15

Nov
85%
Mar
80%

June
80%

April
84%
Nov
58%

91%

2013/14

Nov
82%
Mar
72%

June
79%

April
91%
Nov
72%

92%

2012/13

Nov
90%
Mar
73%

June
83%

April
88%
Nov
77%

90%

2011/12

Nov
91%
Mar
71%

June
85%

April
90%
Nov
87%

91%

Nov
91%
Mar
68%

June
74%

93%

Unit 3
Tasting

June
59%

Jan
71%

June
77%

Jan
65%

June
69%

Jan
59%

June
82%

Jan
64%

June
82%

Jan
64%

June
74%

Jan
66%

Unit 3
Theory

June
45%

Jan
34%

June
45%

Jan
52%

June
32%

Jan
27%

June
40%

Jan
29%

June
40%

Jan
47%

June
43%

Jan
46%

Unit 4

66%

64%

52%

55%

57%

67%

Unit 5

76%

59%

66%

71%

84%

75%

Unit 6

80%

58%

53%

82%

61%

65%
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Appendix 2 – Grade Bands for Diploma Closed-book Examinations
GRADE BANDS FOR DIPLOMA CLOSED-BOOK EXAMINATIONS
Fail Unclassified
<44%
A seriously inadequate answer which, through lack of information or errors of fact, demonstrates a
very weak understanding of the subject. May be poorly expressed and/or confused. Very limited
progression beyond WSET® Level 3 in content or analysis.
Fail
45% to 54%
A borderline answer which may contain some correct detail and be close to a pass but which is too
superficial in content or narrow in scope. May contain serious errors of fact/evidence of
misunderstanding but for which the answer would be of pass-level standard.
Pass
55% to 64%
A basic answer which demonstrates an adequate understanding of the topic. Any errors or
omissions are minor. Covers sufficient of the main points to be ‘more right than wrong’ but with
limited use of examples.
Pass with Merit
65% to 74%
A good answer which demonstrates clear evidence of understanding and application of Diplomalevel knowledge. Shows greater factual coverage and more accuracy with good use of examples.
Very sound, but without the extra edge for a pass with distinction.
Pass with Distinction >75%
An excellent answer which demonstrates an in-depth understanding of the topic and shows flair,
creativity or originality in analysis, argument or choice of examples.
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Appendix 3 – Grade Bands for Diploma Coursework Assignments
GRADE BANDS FOR DIPLOMA COURSEWORK ASSIGNMENTS
Fail Unclassified
<44%
A seriously inadequate assignment which, through lack of information or errors of fact,
demonstrates a very weak understanding of the subject. Very limited evidence of relevant research.
Poorly expressed or confused with unsatisfactory presentation/referencing; lacks coherence and
structure.
Fail
45% to 54%
A borderline assignment which may contain some correct detail but fails to address the question in
sufficient depth or is too narrow in focus. Little evidence of research beyond the recommended
reading. Lacks original thought with poor or superficial analysis of source material. Rudimentary
structure/presentation, possibly with inaccurate referencing.
This grade is also awarded for assignments which do not meet the minimum word count.
Pass
55% to 64%
A satisfactory if basic assignment with sound explanation and some evidence of critical thinking/
personal commentary. Analysis of key concepts, terminology and use of examples is limited but
clearly expressed. Adequate presentation as well as sound referencing and a competent
bibliography.
Pass with Merit
65% to 74%
A good assignment which demonstrates a clear understanding of the subject. Thorough analysis and
critical use of a wide range of relevant source material, properly referenced in the bibliography.
Clear evidence of original thought and engagement with the question combined with rigorous
argument and mature expression. Evaluates more than one side of the argument with good use of
examples. Correct presentation with mostly accurate referencing.
Pass with Distinction
>75%
An excellent assignment which demonstrates mastery of the subject. Comprehensive analysis of key
themes and sophisticated personal commentary with well-chosen examples. Extensive evidence of
original research with judicious and critical use of source material. Evaluates more than one side of
the argument, linking theory and practice as appropriate. Excellent presentation with coherence,
clarity and flair. Relevant and accurate referencing.
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